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424a Tuesday, February 5, 2013In this study the effect of sequence context on the binding affinity and confor-
mation of DNA dodecamers are explored. The Cre binding site (ACGT) was
studied with a number of different flanking sequences. 31P-NMR was used
to determine the conformational state (BI/BII ratio) of each step in the phos-
phate backbone. Importantly, the conformation of the binding site, the center
tetrad which was not changed, varied significantly based on the sequence
context.
Fluorescence titration with the DNA intercalator 7-Aminoactinomycin D was
performed to provide biological context to our conformation results. We found
that the backbone conformation alone cannot explain the binding affinities in
the dodecamers studied. Thus, we turned our attention to base pair dynamics.
Preliminary results show that differences in binding affinities in sequences
with similar backbone conformations can be explained by differential base
pair opening rates.2176-Pos Board B195
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Drugs belonging to the Non-Steroidal Anti-Inflammatory (NSAID) group are
not only used as anti-inflammatory, analgesic and anti-pyretic agents, but
also show anti-cancer effects. Complexing it with a bioactive metal like copper
show an enhancement in their anti-cancer effects, whose exact mechanism of
action is not yet fully understood. As a possible molecular mechanism behind
the anticancer effects of Cu(II)-NSAIDs, our group has shown for the first time,
that copper complexes of two NSAIDs belonging to oxicam chemical group
namely meloxicam and piroxicam can directly bind to the DNA backbone. Elu-
cidating base sequence specific interaction of Cu(II)-NSAIDs to the DNA will
provide information on their possible binding sites in the genome sequence. We
have identified the differences in the interaction of Cu(II)-piroxicam and
Cu(II)-meloxicam with hompolymeric polydA-polydT and alternating
polydA-dT as well as with homopolymeric polydG-polydC and alternating
polydG-dC. Differential response of the two Cu(II)-NSAIDs to the subtle var-
iation in backbone structures of polydA-polydT and polydA-dT, was expressed
in the difference in their binding parameters. Both the complexes show similar
binding modes with polydA-dT which is intercalative, but for polydA-polydT,
the results point to a mixed mode of binding. Even for the mixed mode, there is
a significant difference in the binding of Cu(II)-piroxicam and Cu(II)-
meloxicam to polydA-polydT. However, for the GC rich sequences, Cu(II)-
NSAIDs show strong binding affinity to both polydG-dC and polydG-
polydC. The role reversal of Cu(II)-meloxicam from a strong binder of
polydG-dC to a weak binder of polydG-polydC, while Cu(II)-piroxicam
changes from a strong binder of polydG-polydC to a weak one of polydG-
dC, point to the sensitivity of these complexes to changes in the backbone struc-
tures/hydration.
Hence, Cu(II)-NSAID complexes are highly sensitive to differences in back-
bone sequences.2177-Pos Board B196
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In this work experimental and theoretical approaches have been combined for
unique study and comparison of charge transfer efficiency in standard and
modified (Hg incorporated) DNA duplexes and DNA/RNA hybrids. Specific
mechanism proposed to account for the on-chain oligonucleotide charge trans-
port is based on polaron formation-charge is transported coherently by long-
distance tunneling (superexchange). A key parameter in this approach is how
the bridge orbitals of the intervening DNA bases couple the charge donor and
acceptor - this is strongly controlled by specific oligomeres structures and
conformation. The RNA/DNA system flexibility also improves the conditions
for polaron creation and thus may facilitate rapid (coherent) charge transport
in the DNA/RNA hybrids. All our observations demonstrate that charge trans-
fer characteristics of oligonucleotide duplexes are able to reveal the presence
of structure changes in the sequence, which may help to elucidate possible
disturbance identification in the cell or even in potential technological appli-
cations.2178-Pos Board B197
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Exciton-coupled dimers exhibit spectroscopic properties that are very sensitive
to dimer conformation, making them useful probes of local structure when in-
corporated into systems of biological interest. Numerous spectroscopic tech-
niques can be used to study such dimers, including linear absorption
spectroscopy and circular dichroism. 2-Dimensional Fluorescence Spectros-
copy (2D FS) is a technique that involves exciting a sample with a series of
four ultrafast laser pulses and measuring fluorescence as a function of the
time delays between pulses, yielding spectra that sensitively reflect the confor-
mations of exciton-coupled dimers. I will describe studies in which 2D FS was
combined with linear absorption spectroscopy to ‘‘solve the structure’’ of a di-
mer of zinc tetraphenylporphyrin embedded in a phospholipid bilayer mem-
brane. It was found that the dimer adopts a mixture of folded and extended
conformations in the membrane and that higher temperatures favor the folded
conformation. A thermodynamic analysis revealed that this temperature-
dependent conformational shift is driven by the increase in entropy of the lipid
side chains upon folding of the porphyrin dimer, analogous to the hydrophobic
effect that drives the folding of many proteins. I will also describe experiments
in which 2D FS was used to study nucleic acid constructs substituted with two
adjacent fluorescent base analogues. In a similar manner to the porphyrins, the
exciton coupling between base analogues allows 2D FS signals to be combined
with other spectroscopic signals to determine the local conformation of the nu-
cleic acid. Ongoing experiments aim to use this technique to study the local
structure and ‘‘real-time’’ dynamics of the nucleic acid components of DNA-
protein complexes in solution.2179-Pos Board B198
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DNA structure and conformation are influenced by metal ions, polyamines,
and the microenvironment. Positively charged ions stabilize DNA and
RNA structures, and provoke conformational transitions. In poly(purine).po-
ly(pyrimidine) sequences, triplex DNA formation is facilitated by metal ions,
polyamines and several other ligands. We studied the effects of mono, and
di-valent metal ions, and ammonium salts on the stability of triple- and
double-stranded structures formed from poly(dA) and poly(dT) by measuring
their respective melting temperatures. In the presence of metal ions, the ab-
sorbance versus temperature profile showed two transitions: Tm1 for triplex
to duplex and single stranded DNA, and Tm2 for duplex DNA melting to
single stranded DNA. Monovalent cations (Liþ, Naþ, Kþ, Rbþ, Csþ and
NH4þ) promoted triplex DNA at concentrations R 150 mM. The triplex
DNA melting temperature varied from 49.8 C in the presence of 150 mM
Liþ to 30.6 C in the presence of 150 mM Kþ. Among ammonium com-
pounds, NH4þ was the most effective ion in stabilizing triplex DNA and
its efficacy decreased with increasing substitution of the hydrogen atoms
with bulky alkyl groups. Divalent cations were 1000-fold more efficacious
than monovalent ions in stabilizing triplex DNA. All positively charged cat-
ions increased the melting temperature of duplex DNA. using 1/Tm1/1/Tm2
versus ln [ion concentration] plots, we calculated the amount of cation re-
lease and appropriate thermodynamic parameters, on triple/duplex melting.
Circular dichroism spectroscopic studies showed distinct conformational
changes in triplex DNA stabilized by alkali metal and ammonium ions.
The results suggest ion specific effects on triplex DNA stabilization. Our re-
sults might be useful in developing triplex forming oligonucleotide based
gene silencing techniques.2180-Pos Board B199
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